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Abstract � The intermediate result cardinality � the number of objects satisfying a condition given
in a query � is an important factor for estimating the cost of the query in query optimization� In
this paper we show that an object�oriented query often involves partial participation of classes in a
relationship� We then present a new technique for estimating the intermediate result cardinality in
such a query� Partial participation has not been considered seriously in existing techniques� Since
the proposed technique uses detailed statistics to accommodate partial participation� it estimates the
intermediate result cardinality more accurately than existing ones� We also show that these statistics
are easily obtained by using inherent properties of object�oriented databases�

Key words	 object�oriented databases� query optimization� cost model� selectivities� intermediate re�
sults

�� INTRODUCTION

Object�oriented database management systems �OODBMSs� are adequate for supporting new
database applications such as engineering databases and multimedia databases ��� �	� �
�� Al�
though there are a number of OODBMSs� most of the current OODBMSs do not provide su�cient
support for the database management facilities ��� �
�� such as high�level query languages� query
optimization� dynamic schema changes� indexing techniques� concurrency control� and recovery�
Among these facilities� query optimization is essential for e�cient processing of high�level queries�

In query optimization� the system automatically generates a set of reasonable execution plans
for processing a given query� and selects the one with the minimum estimated cost� One of the
most important factors that a�ects the cost estimation of an execution plan is the intermediate

result cardinality � the number of objects in an intermediate result �� 
� ��� 	��� This is because
the intermediate result becomes the operand of the next operation in the execution plan� and
the cost of the next operation can be estimated mainly based on the number of objects in its
operands ���� ��� 	��� Hence� accurate estimation of intermediate result cardinality is a prerequisite
for good query optimization�

Intermediate results cardinalities are estimated by multiplying the cardinalities of unconditional
joinsy �	�� with the selectivity factors of conditions ���� 	��� The selectivity factor of a condition
represents the portion of objects that satisfy the condition� In this paper� we propose new tech�
niques for estimating the cardinalities of unconditional joins� selectivity factors� and intermediate
results cardinalities in object�oriented queries�

We �rst show that an object�oriented query often involves partial participation of classes in a
relationship and compare the case with that for relational queries� Partial participation means that
only a proper subset of objects in a class are related to the objects of another class ���� Two objects
are related �or has a relationship � if an attribute in one object has the Oid of another object as its
value� For example� if only a subset of objects in the class Student are related to the objects in the
class Car via the relationship own� then the class Student partially participates in the relationship
own� Here� we call the class Student a partial participation class with respect to the relationship
own�

yA join without selection conditions on either relation�

��
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We then propose new techniques for estimating the cardinalities of unconditional joins and
selectivity factors of a query involving partial participation classes� Partial participation has not
been considered seriously in the literature ����� Most of existing query optimization techniques �	�
�� ��� ��� ��� except for Whang et al��	�� 	�� 		� have not considered partial participation� We
discuss in Section ��� that these conventional techniques often incur large estimation errors for the
queries involving partial participation classes� We also consider the e�ect of multi�valued attributes
on the estimation of intermediate results cardinalities� Most of existing estimation techniques �	�
��� ��� 	�� 	�� have not considered multi�valued attributes seriously� The proposed technique for
estimating the cardinalities of unconditional joins extends Whang�s technique �	�� 	�� 		� so as to
consider the characteristics of object�oriented databases� The proposed techniques require new
types of statistics for estimating query costs� We also show that these statistics can be easily
obtained by taking advantage of inherent properties of object�oriented databases�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section 	� we brie�y review the basic concepts of object�
oriented databases necessary for discussing query optimization� In Section � we explain the rea�
sons why partial participation occurs frequently in object�oriented queries and compare the case
with that for relational queries� In Section �� we discuss the impact of partial participation and
multi�valued attributes on the estimation of the intermediate results cardinalities and present new
estimation techniques� We then compare our techniques with the conventional ones to show the
signi�cance of the role of partial participation� Finally� we conclude the paper in Section ��

	� BACKGROUND

In this paper� we use a generally accepted subset of object�oriented data models described in
the literature ��� �	�� Objects are uniquely identi�ed by object identi�ers �Oids �� Objects having
the same properties �attributes and methods� are classi�ed into a class� The de�nition of a class
forms a two�dimensional rooted directed graph of classes called the schema graph for that class ��	��

Fig� � is an example schema graph for the class Person� The class Person is the root of the
aggregation graph that includes the classes Vehicle and Company� The class Person is also the root
of the inheritance graph �or class hierarchy � involving the classes Employee and Student� For any

Student Car Truck

Vehicle

manuf

workfor

Company

name
name
own

id
Person

Employee

Fig� �� Schema Graph for the Person� Vehicle� and Company classes�

class C� C � denotes all the classes in the inheritance graph rooted at the class C � For example�
Person� denotes the �union of the� classes Person� Employee� and Student� which belong to the
inheritance graph rooted at the class Person� All the properties of a superclass are inherited to its
subclasses�

An attribute whose domain is a class in a schema graph represents a relationship between
the class in which the attribute is de�ned and the class that is the domain of the attribute� For
example� the attribute own represents the relationship between the classes Person and Vehicle� The
domain of an attribute may be the union of a given class and all its subclasses ��	�� For example�
in Fig� �� the domain of the attribute own is the entire inheritance graph rooted at Vehicle� i�e��
Vehicle�� and the values of the attribute own are the Oids referring to the objects of the class
Vehicle or any subclass of it� If a class is the domain of more than one attribute� we call the class
a common domain for the attributes� For example� in Fig� �� the class Company is the common
domain of the two attributes manuf and workfor� If an attribute has a single value for a particular
object� we call it a single�valued attribute � otherwise� i�e�� if it may have more than one value� we
call it a multi�valued attribute�
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Most of the object�oriented query languages ���� �	� are extensions of relational ones supporting
object�oriented concepts ��� �	�� In this paper� we use the query model proposed by Kifer et al������
Concentrating on the nested predicates in which methods and views are excluded� Although this
kind of query is a small part of Kifer�s query model� it is an important class of queries that needs
careful investigation on the costs for e�ective query optimization because nested predicates involve
multiple expensive joins�

Example 
 In Fig� � consider the following query for �nding the names of all persons who own a
truck manufactured by �Ford�� Here we assume that the attribute own is a single�valued attribute�

SELECT p�name
FROM Person p
WHERE p�own�Truck��manuf�name � �Ford��

An important feature of Kifer�s query model is the extended path expression �or simply the
path � ���� which has the following form

P � C
�A�f�C��g�A�f�C��g���Anf�Cn�g� n � � ���

where n � �� C
� ���� Cn are class names� A�� ���� An are attribute names� and braces denote optional
terms �i�e�� only C
 is mandatory�� If ��Ci�� is omitted� we assume that the domain of Ai is the
class �or inheritance graph� that is de�ned in the schema as the domain of Ai� The length of the
path P is de�ned as the number of attributes� n� in P� If the length of a path is zero� it represents
just a class� We call the �rst class C
 the starting class and the last attribute An the ending

attribute of the path P �	��
In the path P � we call Ci�� the codomain and Ci the domain of the attribute Ai� Note that

users can limit the domain of Ai to a speci�c class �or its inheritance graph� by designating the
class in the brace followed by Ai� We call this designation domain substitution of Ai� If the
domain of Ai is substituted by the class Ci� the codomain of Ai�� is automatically limited to
�or substituted by� Ci� We call this limitation codomain substitution of Ai��� As an exception�
codomain substitution for the �rst attribute A� occurs when the starting class is designated to be
a speci�c class rather than the union of all the classes in an inheritance graph� For example� in the
path Student�own�Truck��color� the codomain for the attribute own is limited to the class Student�
and the domain to the class Truck� i�e�� we have both codomain and domain substitutions�

The path is a convenient and natural way of expressing queries along the aggregation graph ����
�	�� Furthermore� domain and codomain substitutions in a path allow users to express more delicate
queries ���� �	��

Example � In Fig� �� consider a path Person��own�manuf�name� We can substitute the codomain
and domain classes of the attribute own in the path in various ways as follows� For simplicity� we
abbreviate the class names Person� Employee� Student� Vehicle� Truck� and Car as P� E� S� V� T� and
C�

P� � P�own�V
���manuf�name P	 � E�own�V

���manuf�name P� � S�own�V���manuf�name
P� � P�own�V��manuf�name P� � E�own�V��manuf�name P�
 � S�own�V��manuf�name
P� � P�own�C��manuf�name P � E�own�C��manuf�name P�� � S�own�C��manuf�name
P� � P�own�T��manuf�name P� � E�own�T��manuf�name P�� � S�own�T��manuf�name

The path P� denotes the manufacturer�s names of vehicles �including trucks and cars� owned by
persons� Similarly� path P�� denotes the manufacturer�s names of trucks owned by students� The
rest can be explained similarly�

In a path� each attribute whose domain is a class implicitly speci�es a join between codomain
and domain classes of the attribute� We call this kind of join implicit join ��� ��� �	� ���� For exam�
ple� two implicit joins are speci�ed in the path Person�own�Vehicle��manuf�name� ��� one between
Person and Vehicle via the attribute own� and �	� another between Vehicle and Company via the
attribute manuf� All joins appearing in the remainder of this paper are implicit joins�
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In Eq����� we call a sequence of n� � objects �o
� o�� ���� on� a path instance of the path P if it
satis�es all of the following conditions �	� ���� ��� o
 is an object �or instance� of the class C
� and
�	� oi �� � i � n� is the value of the attribute Ai�� of object oi��� For example� the sequence of
objects �p� t� c� �Jones�� is a path instance for Person�own�Truck��manuf�name� where p is a Person
object� p�own has the Oid of the Truck object t� t�manuf has the Oid of the Company object c� and
c�name is the string �Jones��

We use the following statistics re�ecting the state of the database for the path P � We present
an e�cient method for obtaining these statistics in Sections ��	 and ���

� n �P �� the number of path instances in the path P� If the length of the path P is zero� n �P � is
the number of objects of the class speci�ed by P� For example� n	Student
 is just the number
of Student objects� On the other hand� n	Student�own�Car�
 is the number of pairs of objects
�i�e�� path instances� �s� c�� where s is an object in Student� c in Car� and s�own contains the
Oid of c�

� dv �P �� the number of distinct values of the ending attribute of the path P in the path in�
stances� For example� dv	Student�name
 is the number of distinct name in the path instances
for Student�name� and dv	Student�own�Truck��manuf
 is the number of distinct Company ob�
jects in the path instances for Student�own�Truck��manuf�

We make the following assumptions�

� For considering codomain�domain substitution in an object�oriented query� we extend the
de�nition of the uniform distribution ��� ��� of an attribute as follows� If the domain of a
complex attribute Ai consists of D�� ���� Dn� n � �� then the Oids of individual Dk�s that
appear in Ai of Ci are uniformly distributed in the class Ci� i � �� 	� ���� For example� in
Fig� �� the Oids of Car that appear in the attribute own are uniformly distributed in each
of Person� Employee� and Student classes� Similarly� the Oids of Vehicle and Truck are also
uniformly distributed in each of these classes� Note that this assumption does not modify
the commonly accepted de�nition of uniform distribution ��� ���� but extends the de�nition
according to the subclasses in the class hierarchy� If n � � � i�e�� the inheritance graph consists
of a single class� then this assumption is reduced to the conventional de�nition ��� ����

� An Oid consists of a �class�id� instance�id� pair� where class�id is the identi�er of the class
to which the object belongs� and instance�id is the identi�er of an object �instance� either
within the class or within the entire database ��	�� This kind of Oid structure is used in
ORION ��	��

� PARTIAL PARTICIPATION OF CLASSES

In this section we show that an object�oriented query often involves partial participation of
classes in a relationship and compare the case with that for relational queries� We also discuss the
e�ect of partial participation on the estimation of the cardinalities for unconditional joins�

A relational join is typically done between a foreign key attribute �FKA� and a primary key
attribute �PKA�� here� both relations of the join may be partial participation relations� We call
such a join a partial participation join� If the FKA allows null values� then the tuples having null
values for the FKA do not participate in the join� Thus� the relations including the FKA partially
participates in the join� Likewise� if only a subset of values of the PKA is referred to by the values
of the FKA� then the relation including the PKA partially participates in the join� Tuples that do
not participate in the join are called dangling tuples ��� ���� For example� consider a join between
Car and Person where Car�owner is a foreign key corresponding to the primary key Person�id� Then�
the Car tuples that have null values in Car�owner �i�e�� cars with no owner� are dangling tuples�
Likewise� the Person tuples that are not referred to by Car�owner �i�e�� persons having no cars�
are also dangling tuples� Much of the work on relational query optimization ignores the e�ect
of partial participation joins ���� ��� ���� This is because it is assumed that referential integrity
generally holds and the tuples of the FKA�side relation totally participate in the join� However�
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as indicated by Korth and Silberschatz ����� if both relations have dangling tuples� the selectivity
factor produced by Selinger�s method ���� is higher than the correct value� As a correction factor
for partial participation joins� Whang et al� �	�� 	�� 		� introduced the concept of join participation

ratio �de�ned originally in �	�� as join selectivity �� We explain the concept in Section ��� in detail�
Another source of partial participation joins in relational databases is the appropriate use of

selection and join operations� After selection operations are performed� a join becomes a partial
participation join because only the quali�ed objects participate in the join� We call this kind of
partial participation partial participation by selections�

There is an important di�erence between partial participation by selections in relational databa�
ses and the partial participation in object�oriented databases� In partial participation by selections�
since the proportion of participating objects to the entire objects depends on the selectivity factor
of the selection operations� it is di�cult to re�ect the e�ect of partial participation in query
optimization� We need to handle this e�ect via either assuming attribute independence ���� ���
or maintaining a special data structure for keeping the joint distribution of selection and join
attributes ����� However� it has been argued that attribute independence leads to the upper bound
of the actual expected cost ��� and maintaining special data structures may be too expensive �����
On the other hand� partial participation in object�oriented databases is visible through existence
of subclasses� which corresponds to the results of selection operations in relational databases� and
domain�codomain substitutions in queries� Since subclasses are modelled at the schema level� we
can easily obtain the statistics needed to account for partial participation from these subclasses
and maintain them in the system catalog� The detailed method for obtaining these statistics is
fully discussed in Section ��	 and Section ���

In object�oriented queries� partial participation joins occur frequently� These are mainly caused
by codomain and�or domain substitutions and common domains� We use Fig� 	 as an example� It
consists of two class hierarchies rooted at the classes C and D� The attribute Ai is de�ned for the
class C and is inherited to the subclasses� The domain of Ai is the entire class hierarchy rooted at
the class D �i�e�� D��� The grey�colored subregions of Ci and Dj denote the objects participating
in the join Ci�Ai�Dj � � and the rest denote those not participating in the join� We identify three
cases where partial participation occurs by using the schema graph in Fig� 	�

The �rst case occurs when the domain of an attribute is substituted in a path expression� In
this case� only a subset of objects in the codomain class of the attribute refer to the objects in the
substituted domain� For example� suppose the domain of Ai is substituted by Dj in Fig� 	� Then�
since C� objects refer to the D� objects� only a subset of C� objects may refer to Dj objects�
Thus� the codomain of Ai �e�g�� Ci� partially participate in the join with Dj �

The second case occurs when the codomain of an attribute is substituted in a path expression�
Then� only a subset of objects in the domain class of the attribute are referred to by the objects in
the substituted codomain� For example� suppose the codomain of Ai is substituted by Ci� which is
a subclass of C� Then� since D� objects are referred to by C� objects� only a subset of D� objects
are likely to be referred to by Ci objects� Thus� the domain of Ai �e�g�� Dj� partially participates
in the join with Ci� We justify this case more formally as follows� The distribution of the values
of the attribute Ai across the classes in the class hierarchy rooted at C can be classi�ed into three
cases ����� Here� we assume that the domain of the attribute Ai is D

��
� disjoint� each D� object is referred to by one class of C��

C iC

iA

jD 1D
....

....

1

D
C

Fig� 	� A schema graph�
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� total inclusive� each D� object is referred to by any class in C��
� partial inclusive� the cases neither disjoint nor total inclusive�

Except for the total inclusive case� the second reason is satis�ed because some objects of D� are
not referred to via Ci�Ai�

The third case occurs when a class in a path is the common domain of multiple attributes�
each of which refers to only a subset of the objects in the domain class� For example� suppose
that the class Dj in Ci�Ai�Dj � is also the domain of the attribute C ��A�

i� Then� Dj is the common
domain of the attributes Ci�Ai and C ��A�

i� Here� since only a subset of Dj objects may be referred
to by Ci�Ai �the remainder of Dj objects being referred to by C ��A�

i�� the domain of Ai �i�e�� Dj�
partially participates in the join with Ci�

For these reasons� object�oriented queries involve partial participation more frequently than
relational ones� Let us note that� in Example 	� all the paths except for P�� P	� and P� include
both codomain and domain substitutions� and thus involve partial participation join� Furthermore�
in the path P��� S�own�T��manuf�name� if few students have a small portion of trucks� as is likely
to happen in a real world� then most of the objects in the Student and Truck become dangling
objects� Thus� the e�ects of partial participation in object�oriented databases are more signi�cant
than in relational databases�

�� ESTIMATION OF INTERMEDIATE RESULTS CARDINALITIES

In this section� we clarify the e�ects caused by partial participation in detail and propose new
techniques for estimating the cardinalities of unconditional joins� selectivity factors� and intermedi�
ate results cardinalities that take the e�ects into account� In Section ���� we discuss the problems
of conventional techniques for estimating the cardinalities of unconditional joins when they are
used for partial participation joins� In Section ��	� we present a new estimation technique that
takes the e�ect of partial participation and multi�valued attributes into account� In Section ���
we discuss the e�ect of partial participation on the estimation of selectivity factors for conditions
and present a new selectivity estimation technique� In Section ���� we show how to estimate in�
termediate results cardinalities for the queries involving n�way joins with selection conditions by
using the cardinalities of unconditional joins and the selectivity factors� We then compare our
estimation techniques with other existing ones�

���� Problems of Conventional Techniques for Estimating the Cardinalities of Joins

Many techniques for estimating the cardinality of a join have been proposed in the literature
for relational databases ���� ��� 	��� We use the relational join Ci �Ai�Aj

Dj as an example� We
assume that no selection conditions are applied to individual relations �classes� until Section ���

Selinger et al� ���� assume ��� uniform distribution ���� �	� attribute independence ���� and ��
referential integrity� that is� each value in the join attribute with the smaller cardinality has a
matching value in the other join attribute� Under these assumptions� they estimate the cardinality
of the join as follows�

n�Ci � Dj� � n�Ci�� n�Dj��
�

max� dv�Ci�Ai�� dv�Dj �Aj� �
�	�

Here� n�Ci��n�Dj� is the cardinality of the Cartesian product between Ci and Dj � and ��max�dv�
Ci�Ai�� dv�Dj �Aj��� the selectivity factor for the join� is the probability that a pair of tuples
randomly selected from the Cartesian product satis�es the join condition� However� if the join
is a partial participation join� the assumption �� no longer holds� In Eq��	�� since n�Ci� �
dv�Ci�Ai� and n�Dj� � dv�Dj �Aj�� the estimated cardinality is always greater than or equal
to min�n�Ci�� n�Dj� �� Thus� the larger the portions of the dangling tuples in Ci and Dj be�
come� the more error the estimation of the cardinality would produce� In an extreme� when only
one pair of tuples from Ci and Dj participates in the join� the estimated cardinality is at least
min�n�Ci�� n�Dj� � times larger than the actual count� Thus� a correction factor should be applied
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to the estimates� We note that when assumption �� as well as assumptions ��� and �	� holds�
Eq� �	� gives the correct result�

Whang et al� �	�� 	�� 		� consider the e�ect of partial participation in estimating the cardi�
nality of the join� They de�ne the join participation ratio J�Ci� �de�ned originally as the join

selectivity �	��� for the relation Ci as the ratio of the number of distinct join column values of the
tuples participating in the unconditional join to the total number of the distinct join column values
of Ci� They also assume that the relationship between Ci and Dj is many�to�one�y Under this
assumption� they estimate the cardinality for Ci �Ai�Aj

Dj as follows�

n�Ci � Dj� � n�Ci�� J�Ci��
n�Dj�

dv�Dj �Aj�
��

Here� n�Ci�� J�Ci� is the number of tuples in Ci that participate in the join� and
n�Dj�

dv�Dj �Aj�
is the

average number of tuples in Dj that have the same value in the attribute Aj � In Eq� ��� since the
join selectivity J�Ci� decreases as the portion of dangling tuples in Ci increases� the e�ect from
partial participation join is accounted for�

Since the estimation techniques proposed by Selinger et al� ���� and Whang et al� �	�� 	�� 		� are
for the relational model� they have not considered the characteristics of object�oriented databases�
such as multi�valued attributes� domain and codomain substitutions� Thus� these techniques are
not appropriate for estimating the cardinalities of object�oriented queries�

In object�oriented databases� most literature assumes a simple query model in which no null
values and no domain substitutions are allowed� Partial participation does not occur frequently in
such a query model� Most of the research on query optimization and physical database design �	�
�� ��� ��� uses the average fan�out fan and the sharing level share as a part of the cost model�
Let us consider a path expression Ci�Ai�D

�� on the schema graph shown in Fig� 	� The fan�out�
fan�Ci�Ai�� is the average number of D� objects referred to by an object of Ci� Similarly� the
sharing level� share�Ci�Ai�� is the average number of Ci objects that refer to the same object of
D�� By using these parameters� the cardinality of the join Ci�Ai�D

�� can be estimated in two
di�erent ways depending on the directions of the traversaly as follows �	� ����

n�Ci � D�� � n�Ci�� fan�Ci�Ai� � forward traversal  � ���

n�Ci � D�� � n�D��� share�Ci�Ai� � backward traversal  � ���

Bertino et al� �	� assume only single�valued attributes exist without null values and codomain and�or
domain substitutions� Under these assumptions� fan�Ci�Ai� is estimated as �� and share�Ci�Ai�

as n�Ci�
dv�Ci�Ai�

� Kim et al� ���� assume no null values and no domain substitutions exist� Under

these assumptions� fan�Ci�Ai� is estimated as � if Ai is a single�valued attribute� otherwise it is

estimated as n�Ci�Ai�
n�Ci�

� However� Kim et al� ���� have not proposed the sharing level� Kemper ��� and

Lanzelotte ���� consider null values and multi�valued attributes with no codomain and�or domain

substitutions� They estimate fan�Ci�Ai� as � and share�Ci�Ai� as
n�Ci�

dv�Ci�Ai�
when Ai is a single�

valued attribute� However� they assume that fan�outs and sharing levels for multi�valued attributes
are supplied by users�

These conventional estimation techniques have the following problems if they are used for
object�oriented queries involving partial participation joins or multi�valued attributes� First� when
Ci is a partial participation class �i�e�� Ci�Ai has null values or the domain of Ci�Ai is substituted��
fan�Ci�Ai� is likely to be less than � even though the attribute Ai is a single�valued attribute�
For example� if only half of the Ci objects participate in the join� fan�Ci�Ai� would be ��� instead

of �� Second� the parameter n�Ci�Ai�
n�Ci�

in Kim ���� has a �xed value independent of domain substi�

tution of Ai� thus� cannot re�ect the e�ect of domain substitution� A similar argument holds for

the parameter n�Ci�
dv�Ci�Ai�

in Bertino �	�� Lanzelotte ����� and Kemper ���� Third� since most of the

y In the relational database design� a many�to�many relationship between entity sets is transformed into two
one�to�many relationships between relations ����

yThere are two possible ways to traverse the classes in a path ����� the forward traversal visits the classes from
the codomain of an attribute to its domain� and the reverse traversal in the opposite direction�
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conventional estimation techniques assume single�valued attributes� it is natural to expect errors
in estimation when multi�valued attributes are involved in the query� For example� if Ai is a multi�
valued attribute and has d values on the average� then share�Ci�Ai� in Bertino �	�� Lanzelotte �����
and Kemper ���� should be multiplied by d �

The following example shows the error in estimation when using conventional methods for
object�oriented queries involving partial participation joins� �Selinger�s and Whang�s methods are
not compared since they are developed for the relational model��

Example � Consider the path Student�own�Truck� in Fig� �� For convenience� we abbreviate the
class names Student and Truck as S and R� We assume that the attribute own is single�valued and
does not allow null values to conform to the assumptions of the conventional techniques �	� �� ��� ����
We also assume the following statistics�

n	S
 � ��� n	S�own
 � ��� dv	S�own
 � �� n	S�own�R�
 � �� n	R
 � ���
Note that the join Student�own�Truck� is a partial participation join in which only �� students
�among ����� students� have less than �� trucks �among 	���� trucks� since n�S�own�R�� � ��� the
attribute own is single�valued� and some trucks may be shared� Conventional techniques �	� �� ���

estimate fan�S�own� as � and share�S�own� as n�S�
dv�S�own� �

��



	

 regardless of the actual number

of trucks referenced by the attribute own� These estimates are correct only when all students refer
only to trucks� The cardinality of the join using these parameters can be estimated as follows
depending on the join directions �	� ����

n�S � R� � n�S�� fan�S�own� � �� ���� � � �� ��� � forward traversal  �

n�S � R� � n�R�� share�S�own� � 	� ���� ��



	

 � �� ��� � backward traversal  �

However� since each of the �� students have a truck� the correct value of n�S � R� is ���

���� Estimation of Cardinalities of Joins

In this section� we present a new technique for estimating the cardinalities of joins in object�
oriented queries� This technique takes into account the e�ects of partial participation and multi�
valued attributes�

Let us consider the join Ci�Ai�Dj � shown in Fig� 	 again� For each codomain and domain
pair �Ci� Dj � of the attribute Ai � we de�ne the fan�out as the average number of Dj objects
referred to by an object of Ci and denote it as fan�Ci�Ai�Dj ��� Similarly� we de�ne the sharing
level as the average number of Ci objects that refer to the same object of Dj and denote it as
share�Ci�Ai�Dj ��� We calculate these parameters as follows�

fan�Ci�Ai�Dj �� �
n�Ci�Ai�Dj ��

n�Ci�
���

share�Ci�Ai�Dj �� �
n�Ci�Ai�Dj ��

n�Dj�
�
�

Here� since n�Ci�Ai�Dj �� is the total number of Oids �i�e�� references� including duplicates in Ci�Ai

that refer toDj objects� each Ci object has
n�Ci�Ai�Dj ��

n�Ci�
Oids ofDj objects on the average� Similarly�

we calculate share�Ci�Ai�Dj �� as in Eq� �
�� Fig�  shows fan�Ci�Ai�Dj �� and share�Ci�Ai�Dj ��
graphically�

i i j

Ci Ai
Dj

share(C .A [D ])

fan(C .A [D ])i ji

Fig� �� fan�Ci�Ai�Dj �� and share�Ci�Ai�Dj ��
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The fan and share of Eqs� ��� and �
� consider partial participation and multi�valued attributes�
For single�valued attributes� as the numbers of dangling objects in Ci and Dj increase� the fan

and share de�ned in Eqs� ��� and �
� decrease proportionally� Speci�cally� if the attribute Ai has
null values or the domain of Ai is substituted �i�e�� Ci partially participates in the join�� then
n�Ci�Ai�Dj �� may become less than n�Ci�� Hence� fan�Ci�Ai�Dj �� may also become less than ��
Similarly� if the codomain of Ai is substituted or if the class Dj is a common domain �i�e�� Dj

partially participates in the join�� then share�Ci�Ai�Dj �� may also become less than n�Ci�
dv�Ci�Ai�

� For

multi�valued attributes with d values on the average� the fan�outs and the sharing levels may be as
much as d times greater than those of single�valued attributes� These results contrast with those

of the previous methods� in which the fan�out and the sharing level are �xed as � and n�Ci�
dv�Ci�Ai�

�� �� regardless of the presence of dangling objects�
By using the fan�out and the sharing level de�ned in Eqs� ��� and �
�� we estimate the cardinality

of the join Ci�Ai�Dj � as follows� We use two formulas depending on the join directions�

n�Ci � Dj� � n�Ci�� fan�Ci�Ai�Dj �� � forward traversal  � ���

n�Ci � Dj� � n�Dj�� share�Ci�Ai�Dj �� � backward traversal  � ���

Example � We estimate the cardinality of the join in Example  using the proposed method�
Note that these results match with the true cardinalities�

n�S � R� � n�S�� fan�S�own�R�� � �� ���� 	

��


 � �� � forward traversal  �

n�S � R� � n�R�� share�S�own�R�� � 	� ���� 	

��


 � �� � backward traversal  �

Since the join is a partial participation join where students have only �� trucks �including dupli�
cates� among ����� vehicles �including cars� trucks� and duplicates�� then the correct values of fan
and share are 	


��


 and 	

��


 � respectively� thus� the cardinality n�S � R� becomes ���

In Eqs� ��� and �
�� the parameter n�Ci�Ai�Dj �� can be easily maintained in two ways� dynam�
ically and statically� In dynamic maintenance� when inserting an object o into Ci� we increment
n�Ci�Ai�Dj �� by k if the �eld o�Ai contains k Oids of Dj � Selecting only Oid�s of Dj is possi�
ble since each Oid includes the class identi�er� When deleting an object o from Ci� we decrement
n�Ci�Ai�Dj �� by k if o�Ai contains k Oids of Dj � In the case of updates� the parameter can be main�
tained similarly� ��� If the old value in o�Ai contains k� Oids of Dj � we decrement n�Ci�Ai�Dj �� by
k�� �	� If the new value in o�Ai contains k	 Oids of Dj � we increment n�Ci�Ai�Dj �� by k	� In static
maintenance� we count n�Ci�Ai�Dj �� by accessing the objects of Ci sequentially at a prede�ned
interval or upon a user request� As each object is accessed� we add up the number of Dj �s Oids
contained in the attribute Ai� When this process �nishes� the accumulated number of Dj �s Oids
becomes n�Ci�Ai�Dj ���

��	� Selectivity Estimation for Conditions

Partial participation in�uences not only estimation of cardinalities for unconditional joins but
also estimation of selectivities for conditions� In the previous section� we have not taken into
account the selection conditions in the query imposed upon the classes to be joined� In this
section� we discuss the problems of the conventional selectivity estimation techniques ���� when
they are used for estimating the selectivities of conditions on partial participation classes� We
then propose a new selectivity estimation technique that takes the e�ect of partial participation
into account� The e�ect of multi�valued attributes is also taken into accounted in the proposed
technique�

A nested predicate is a condition on a path expression of an arbitrary length �	�� If the length
of the path expression is �� we call it a simple predicate �	�� Since object�oriented queries include
nested predicates� a query optimizer has to estimate the selectivities of the nested predicates called
path selectivities� We de�ne the path selectivity as the ratio of the number of path instances that
satisfy the predicate to the total number of path instances� i�e�� the probability that a randomly
selected path instance satis�es the predicate�
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As an example� let us consider the predicate Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj � �val� in Fig� �� Here� we assume
that the domain of Aj is a primitive class� In Fig� �� the grey�colored subregions �denoted by
D�
j� of Dj denote the objects participating in the join with Ci� and the others non�participating

objects� The selectivity of this nested predicate is the ratio of the number of path instances of the

jD’

jAjD

iA
Ci

Fig� � Condition Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj � �val��

path Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj that satisfy Aj � �val� to the total number of the path instances� Most of
the conventional literature �	� � �� ��� �
� on object�oriented databases have no explicit estimation
techniques for path selectivity� Kim et al� ���� use the technique proposed by Selinger et al����� for
estimating the path selectivity as follows�

sel�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj � �val�� � sel�Dj �Aj � �val�� �
�

dv�Dj �Aj�
����

However� if the codomain of the ending attribute �i�e�� Aj� of the path expression �i�e�� Dj� is
a partial participation class� Eq� ���� produces an incorrect result� Speci�cally� since the path
instances of the path expression Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj contain only the values of Aj that belong to D�

j

�denoted as D�
j �Aj�� the probability that a path instance satis�es the predicate Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj �

�val� should be estimated over the objects in D�
j instead of those in the entire Dj � The following

example illustrates this point�

Example � In Fig� �� we assume that the number of companies that produce cars is �ve among �
companies� dv	Car�manuf�Company�
 � �� n	Company
 � �� The selectivity for Car�manuf�Compa�
ny��name � �Ford� is ���� since there are only �ve companies that produce cars� However� the
conventional method using Eq� ���� estimates the selectivity as ���� which is equivalent to the
selectivity of the simple predicate Company�name � �Ford��

We propose a new estimation technique for the path selectivity that considers the e�ects of par�
tial participation� The key idea is to estimate the selectivity of the nested predicate Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj �
�val� within D�

j instead of the entire Dj as follows�

sel�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj � �val�� �
�

dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj�
�

�

dv�D�
j �Aj�

����

Here� dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj� is the number of distinct values in Dj �Aj that are referred to by Ci�Ai �i�e��
dv�D�

j �Aj��� Hence� ��dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj� is the probability that a path instance satis�es Aj � �val��
For example� in Example �� Eq� ���� estimates the path selectivity for Car�manuf�Company��name
� �Ford� as follows�

sel�Car�manuf�name � �Ford�� �
�

dv�Car�manuf�name�
�

�

�
�

As a special case� when the length of the path in a nested predicate is �� Eq� ���� becomes the
selectivity for the simple predicate� i�e�� equivalent to Eq� �����

Eq� ���� provides more accurate estimates than Eq� ����� For total participation �i�e�� Dj in
Fig� � totally participates�� the results of Eq� ���� and Eq� ���� are identical since dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj�
is equal to dv�Dj �Aj�� For partial participation� Eq� ���� estimates the selectivity greater than

Eq� ���� by a factor of � �
dv�Dj �Aj�

dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj�
since dv�Dj �Aj� � dv�Ci�Ai� Dj ��Aj�� As an example�

in Example �� since � � dv�Company�name�
dv�Car�manuf �Company��name� �

	


	 � ���� Eq� ���� estimates the selectivity

one hundred times greater than Eq� �����
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Compared with conventional ones� the proposed method requires more delicate statistics�
The statistics used in Eq����� is dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj�� in contrast� the statistics used in Eq����� is
dv�Dj �Aj�� The complexity of the former is higher than that of the latter� We propose two meth�
ods for computing these statistics e�ciently� one is based on the nested index �	� and the other on
the formula proposed by Yao �	���

�
	 Method 
 Using a nested index
A nested index �	� establishes a direct connection between the �rst and the last objects in a path
instance� It can be implemented using some variation of the B�tree data structure �	�� A non�leaf
node consists of records� where each record is a triple �key length� key value� pointer�� The pointer
contains the physical address of the next�level index node� An index record in a leaf node consists
of the record length� key length� key value� the list of Oids of the instances of the starting class
that hold the key value in the indexed attribute �i�e�� the ending attribute�� and the number of
elements in the list of Oids� A nested index n�indx de�ned on the path expression Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj

has dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj� key�values in the leaf nodes� Thus� with n�indx we can dynamically maintain
the statistics as follows�

Algorithm 
 �Statistics Maintenance	

if a new key K� is created in the n�indx

increment dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj� by one �

if an existing key K� is deleted from the n�indx

decrement dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj� by one �

Other indices such as a path index �	� or an access support relation ��� can also be used instead of
the nested index since these indices have more information than the nested index�

��	 Method � Using Yao�s formula
If there is no nested indices on the path expression Ci�Ai�Dj �Aj � we can compute the statistics by
using Eq� ��	� originally proposed by Yao �	���

Theorem 
 �	��� Given n records grouped into m blocks 	� � m � n
� each containing bf�n�m
records� If k records are randomly selected from the n records� the expected number of blocks hit

�blocks with at least one record selected � is given by

b�m� bf� k� � m� ���
n�bfC k

nC k

�� when k � n� bf � ��	�

b�m� bf� k� � m� when k � n� bf �

Eq� ��	� is originally intended to estimate the number of block accesses when a certain
number of records are randomly selected� However� it can also be applied to estimating the number
of distinct values in an attribute after selection operations �	��� We estimate dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj� by
using Eq� ��	� as follows�

dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��Aj� � b�dv�Dj �Aj��
n�Dj �Aj�

dv�Dj �Aj�
� dv�Ci�Ai�Dj ��� ���

Eq� ��� can be explained as follows� Objects in class Dj are partitioned into dv�Dj �Aj� groups�
where each group has objects with the same value in the attribute Aj � These groups� called

the logical groups �	�� correspond to the number of blocks in Eq� ��	�� The parameter
n�Dj �Aj�
dv�Dj �Aj�

represents the average number of objects in each group� It corresponds to the blocking factor in
Eq� ��	�� The last parameter dv�Ci�Ai�Dj �� is the number of objects referred to by Ci�Aj and
corresponds to the number of records to be selected in Eq� ��	��

Since Eq� ��	� involves an iterative form� the computation cost can be excessively high as k
becomes large� Approximation formulas for faster evaluation are presented in Whang et al� �	�
and Diehr et al� ����
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���� Cardinalities of Intermediate Results for N�way Joins

In this section� we estimate intermediate results cardinalities for n�way joins �nested predicates
involving n classes� by using the cardinalities of unconditional joins and selectivity factors presented
in Sections ��	 and ��� respectively�

A query involving n classes may be joined in any order among n! permutations� just as n
relations may be joined in any order of n! permutations ��	�� Let � C�� C�� ���� Cn � be a join
sequence �permutation� of the set of n classes in the query� We de�ne the k�th intermediate result �
denoted by Tk� in the join sequence � C�� C�� ���� Cn � as the result of joining the partial join
sequence � C�� C�� ���� Ck �� We also de�ne the k�th intermediate result cardinality � denoted by
n�Tk�� as the cardinality of Tk� We adopt the heuristic of avoiding Cartesian products as in �����
Thus� among classes C������Ck��� class Cj � � � j � k � �� is directly connected to the next class
Ck ����� Two classes are directly connected if one is the codomain and the other is the domain of
an attribute� Then�

n�Tk� � � n�Tk��� � � � fan�out �or sharing level� � � � selectivity of Ck � ����

� n�Tk���� fan�Cj �Aj �Ck �� �or share�Ck�Ak�Cj ���� sel�Ck�� k � 	

n�T�� � n�C��� sel�C��

where sel�Ck� is the product of selectivities of the selection conditions in the query that are applied
to the class Ck�

Example � In Fig� �� we estimate the intermediate results cardinalities for the nested predicate
Student�own�Truck�manuf�Company��name � �Ford� as follows� For convenience� we abbreviate the
class name Student� Truck� and Company as S� R� and C� respectively� We assume the following
statistics given in Table ��

Table �� Statistics�

S 	Student
 R 	Truck
 C 	Company


n�S� � �� ��� n�R� � 	� ��� n�C� � ���
n�S�own� � �� ��� n�R�manuf� � 	� ��� n�C�name� � ���
n�S�own�R�� � �� n�R�manuf �C�� � 	� ��� n�C�name�String�� � ���
dv�S�own�R�� � �� dv�R�manuf �C�� � � dv�C�name�String�� � ���

�� dv�S�own�R��manuf �C��name�

� dv�S�own�R��manuf �C��

� b�dv�R�manuf �C���
n�R�manuf �C��

dv�R�manuf �C��
� dv�S�own�R��� � b��� ���� ��� � �

� dv�S�own�R��manuf �C��name�

� b�dv�C�name��
n�C�name�

dv�C�name�
� dv�S�own�R��manuf �C��� � b����� �� �� � �

	� Selectivities
� sel�S� � � � sel�R� � �
� sel�C� � sel�S�own�R��manuf �C��name � �Ford�� � �

dv�S�own�R��manuf �C��name� �
�
	

� Intermediate results cardinalities in the join sequence of �S� R� C�
� n�T�� � n�S�� sel�S� � �� ���� � � �� ���

� n�T�� � n�T��� fan�S�own�R��� sel�R� � �� ���� n�S�own�R��
n�S� � � � ��

� n�T�� � n�T��� fan�R�manuf �C��� sel�C� � ��� n�R�manuf �C��
n�R� � �

	 � ��

Actually� since there are ����� students and sel�S� � �� n�T�� � �� ���� Since ����� students own
�� trucks �n�S�own�R�� � ��� and sel�R� � �� n�T�� � ��� Since each truck has a manufacturer
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and only one �fth of them satisfy the condition �� Ford�� n�T�� � ��� These are equivalent to our
results�

In contrast� if we use conventional methods� the following are the cardinalities of intermediate
results produced by using Eqs� ��� and ���� Note that conventional methods estimate sel�C� as
������

� n�T�� � n�S�� sel�S� � �� ���� � � �� ���

� n�T�� � n�T��� fan�S�own�� sel�R� � �� ���� n�S�own�
n�S� � � � �� ���

� n�T�� � n�T��� fan�R�manuf�� sel�C� � �� ���� n�R�manuf�
n�R� � �

	

 � 

These results show signi�cent deviations from the true values for n�T�� and n�T���

Based on these intermediate result cardinalities� we are able to estimate the cost of an
evaluation plan for the nested predicate Student�own�Truck�manuf�Company��name � �Ford�� For
simplicity� we consider the evaluation plan of forward traversal pointer�based nested�loop join ����
	��� Table 	 shows the comparison of the cost estimations� Here� the cost model proposed by Kim
et al� ���� is used� Other join algorithms such as the sort�domain join or the hash join ���� 	�� also

Table 	� Cost estimation for an evaluation plan�

proposed method conventional methods

cost�T�� page�S� � number of page page�S�
accesses for Student

cost�T�� n�T��� fan�S�own�R�� n�T��� fan�S�own�

� �� ���� 	

��


 � �� ���� ��	



��




� �� page accesses � �� ��� page accesses
cost�T�� n�T��� fan�R�manuf �C�� n�T��� fan�R�manuf�

� ��� ��



��


 � �� ���� ��




��




� �� page accesses � �� ��� page accesses
evaluation cost page�S������� page accesses page�S������������� page accesses

result in similar outcomes� The results show signi�cant di�erence in cost estimation� which could
lead the query optimizer to choose a solution that is far from the optimal one�

�� CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new technique for estimating the intermediate results cardinalities of a
query involving partial participation and multi�valued attributes� Although query optimization has
been studied extensively in the literature� partial participation has not been considered seriously�
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows�

First� we have argued that an object�oriented query often involves partial participation of
classes in a relationship and compare the case with that for relational queries� Main causes of
partial participation are codomain�domain substitutions and common domains� which are the
characteristics of object�oriented databases�

Second� we have shown that conventional techniques may involve large estimation errors in es�
timating the intermediate results cardinalities when the query includes partial participation classes
or multi�valued attributes� We have proposed new techniques for estimating the intermediate re�
sults cardinalities in which the e�ects of partial participation and multi�valued attributes are taken
into accounted�

Finally� we have presented e�cient methods for obtaining detailed statistics to be used for ac�
commodating partial participation� Although these statistics are di�cult to obtain in the relational
databases� the proposed methods e�ciently obtain those statistics by using inherent properties �
such as object identi�ers and nested indices � of object�oriented databases�
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The most signi�cant advantage of our technique is that the accuracy of the estimate for the
cardinalities of unconditional joins and the selectivity factors is far enhanced with only a small
overhead� Thus� the optimizer will be able to estimate the cost of an execution plan more accurately�
As further studies� we are extending the selectivity estimation technique to consider range queries
and are developing cost models for various other join algorithms�
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